Scottish Fencing
2019 Proposal Form – Election of Directors
I Sheila Anderson hereby offer to stand for election to the post of Director of Scottish Fencing Ltd.
My Scottish Fencing Membership number is 94996
My proposal is supported by the following Voting Members of Scottish Fencing:
Name
SF no
Preferred email address for confirmation of
support
1.
Michele Narey
2.
Jo Cook
3.
Liz Anderson
4.
Karen Grant
5.
Maria Cabrelli
6.
Maggie Tait
At least five supporters are required, but more may be listed. Note that no Voting Member may
support more than one proposal. Voting Members are members over the age of 16.
In the supporting statement below I describe my suitability to serve on the Board and outline what I
would hope to achieve for fencing in Scotland through membership of the Board.
Supporting statement Scottish Fencing is about to start of an exciting six-year development strategy. The strategy
was put together by a subset of the current board and our professional staff. Our current
staff team bring a professional sport development approach. They have knowledge of other
sports, and skills gained in multiple governing bodies. They are well connected and tuned
into the opportunities, as a GB, to develop the sport of fencing in Scotland. This makes it an
exciting time to be on the Board and I am keen to be part of the team who supports the
implementation of the strategy.
In the last four years I have provided my HR expertise, when required, getting involved in
recruitment, equalities work, HR practices and organisational development. I contribute to
wider Board issues, where my fencing or business knowledge is relevant, supporting the
work of the Board as a whole. I believe the Board should communicate what we do and
ensure everyone sees the benefit of being an SF member.
I have been on the current Board for four years. If elected this would be my second term
before I stand down. My fencing experience includes:





Representing Scotland and GB at veteran events
President of SF 1994 – 1997
Scottish Team Captain at Senior and Veteran Quads
Currently fence in the West of Scotland, mostly at GWEFC, with regular trips to EFC

